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SOLO & DUET  SELECT ION  PROCESS  SEASON 202 3-
2024  

Swiss Aquatics – Artistic Swimming announces herewith the procedure for the solo and duet selections of 
national teams for the season 2023/2024. This document is based on the selection policy and the general 
selection process for the season. 

 
GENERAL RULES 
Athlete must be part of the national team to be considered for the duet and/or solo selection.  

The results are calculated as follows. The swimmer(s) with the highest total score of the below chosen 
competitions, will represent Switzerland. Further result specifications are mentioned in the concerned category. 
If there is only one solo/duet entered in the selection, the selection committee will consult and decide if the 
selection will be approved. If there are two parties entered in the selection process and one party falls ill/is 
injured, the selection committee will decide how to proceed. 

Representing Switzerland is an honor, as the swimmers will be competing internationally and be measured with 
the best of the best. Being selected to also represent Switzerland in a solo or duet discipline is an additional 
honor and responsibility. 

 
ELITE SELECTION 
Target competitions: European Championships 2024 

The results are calculated per discipline (solo tech = a discipline, solo free = another discipline). Therefore, two 
different swimmers/pairs can be chosen to represent Switzerland. 

The solo(s) and duet(s) entered in the selection that achieve the highest total score at the following 
competitions will be selected as the elite solo(s)/duet(s) to participate in the European Championships 2024: 

• Swiss Championships 2024 

• International Competition/World Cup 2024-TBD 

 
JUNIOR SELECTION 
Solo(s) and duet(s) will be selected for the Junior Team A and B. 

The results are calculated per discipline (solo tech = a discipline, solo free = another discipline). Therefore, two 
different swimmers/pairs can be chosen to represent Switzerland. 

Target competitions Solo/Duet Junior A: Junior European Championships 2024 and Junior World 
Championships 2024-TBC 

Target competition Solo/Duet Junior B: Hungarian Open 2024 
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The solo(s) and duet(s) entered in the selection that achieve the highest total score at the following 
competitions will be selected as the national junior solo(s)/duet(s): 

• Swiss Championship 2024 

• Swiss Youth Competition 2024 

The head coach may add a reserve swimmer to the selected duet.  

 
YOUTH SELECTION 
A solo and duet will be selected for the Youth Team A and B. 

Target competition Solo/Duet Youth A: European Youth Championships 2024 

Target competition Solo/Duet Youth B: Hungarian Open 2024 

The solo/duet entered in the selection that achieves the highest total score at the following competitions will 
be selected as the national youth solo/duet: 

• Swiss Championship 2024 

• Swiss Youth Competition 2024 

The head coach may propose her own duet pair which will be evaluated by the selection committee. The 
selection committee will decide whether to keep following the proposal or with the duets entered the duet 
selection. 

The head coach may add a reserve swimmer to the selected duet. 


